Abstract. Recent theoretical and methodological innovations suggest a distinction between implicit and explicit evaluations. We applied Campbell and Fiske's (1959) classic multitrait-multimethod design precepts to test the construct validity of implicit attitudes as measured by the Implicit Association Test (IAT). Participants (N = 287) were measured on both self-report and IAT for up to seven attitude domains. Through a sequence of latent-variable structural models, systematic method variance was distinguished from attitude variance, and a correlated two-factors-per-attitude model (implicit and explicit factors) was superior to a single-factor-per-attitude specification. That is, despite sometimes strong relations between implicit and explicit attitude factors, collapsing their indicators into a single attitude factor resulted in relatively inferior model fit. We conclude that these implicit and explicit measures assess related but distinct attitude constructs. This provides a basis for, but does not distinguish between, dual-process and dual-representation theories that account for the distinctions between constructs.
Realizing that the human mind is more than the sum of its conscious processes, a number of theorists have proposed a conceptual distinction between evaluations that are the products of introspection, called explicit attitudes, and those that occur automatically and may exist outside of conscious awareness, called implicit attitudes (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000) . Greenwald and Banaji (1995, p. 8) , for example, defined implicit attitudes as "introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately identified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feelings toward an attitude object." This theory has developed in conjunction with the invention of measurement tools that assess automatic evaluative associations without introspection (e.g., Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998; Nosek & Banaji, 2001; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997) .
Some experiences with these new measurement tools have spawned doubts about whether they measure attitudes at all (Karpinski & Hilton, 2001) , and whether a conceptual distinction between implicit and explicit attitudes is worthwhile (Fazio & Olson, 2003) . Fazio and Olson contend "it is more appropriate to view the measures as implicit or explicit, not the attitude (or whatever other construct)" (2003, p. 303) . The purpose of the research we report was to test whether the structure of attitude variance derived from an implicit measure (the Implicit Association Test [IAT] ; Greenwald et al., 1998) and from an explicit one (semantic differentials) is best represented by one latent factor or by two correlated latent factors, when stripped of confounding method variance. If our hypothesis that the latter specification will fit the data better is sustained, it will support a view that substantively different attitude constructs, distinguishable from the techniques used to measure them, underlie data collected by explicit and implicit methods.
The finding would not, however, lend weight to one side or the other in the debate about origins of the distinction between implicit and explicit attitudes -i.e., are they derived from a single representation at different stages of processing (Fazio & Olson, 2003) or do they reflect distinct evaluative sources (Strack & Deutsch, 2004; Wilson et al., 2000) . Also, this multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) approach does not identify the cognitive processes that distinguish the constructs.
The context of this analysis follows from Cronbach and Meehl's (1955) classic discussion of construct validation where a construct is an indeterminant function of representation and process. So, our reference to distinct implicit and explicit attitude constructs should be interpreted as referring to distinguishable attitudinal components, without implying a specific commitment to distinguishable formative processes, single versus dual mental representations, or single versus dual operative processes.
Any of these theoretical perspectives can explain dual constructs by postulating combinations of representations and processes to account for the observed differences between constructs. Dual-construct validation justifies the need to have theoretical models account for the distinction without providing evidence for or against any particular explanation. Further illustration of the difference between construct validation versus commitments to dual-process or dual-representation theories appears in the discussion (see also Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, in press ).
Construct Validation
The conceptual and empirical justification for a psychological construct requires development of a nomological net of facts, relationships, and validity evidence that clarifies the identity and utility of the construct (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; McArdle & Prescott, 1992) . The nomological net supporting the validity of implicit attitudes has been gaining strength (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, in press; Wilson et al., 2000) . For example, Poehlman, Uhlmann, Greenwald, and Banaji (2004) conducted a meta-analysis of studies examining the predictive validity of the IAT, a measure thought to be influenced by automatic associations, and found that the IAT had robust predictive validity across domains, and outperformed selfreport measures in some domains (stereotyping and prejudice), while self-report outperformed the IAT in other domains (e.g., political preferences). Also, recent social-neuroscience research finds evidence for a neurological distinction between automatic and controlled evaluative processes (Cunningham, Johnson, Gatenby, Gore, & Banaji, 2003; Cunningham, Johnson et al., 2004) . Our research provides another avenue of evidence for this growing nomological net by examining the relationship between implicit and explicit attitude measures to determine whether they can be fairly interpreted as measuring a single construct, or whether they assess related, but distinct constructs. Greenwald and Farnham (2000) observed that a model describing implicit and explicit self-esteem as distinct latent factors provided a better fit than a single self-esteem conceptualization. Likewise, Cunningham, Preacher, and Banaji (2001) found implicit and explicit measures of racial attitudes to reveal related, but distinct factors, as did Cunningham, Netlek, and Banaji (2004) for implicit and explicit ethnocentrism. Following this approach of comparing single versus dual factors in structural equation modeling, we reanalyzed a large dataset reported by Nosek (2005) . We found support for the generalizability of a model of distinct-but-related latent implicit and explicit attitude constructs across 56 of 57 1 widely varying attitude domains showing that this observation is quite general (see Table 1 and the supplement to this paper available at http://briannosek.com/ for a full report). Even so, in this and the other previous structural modeling studies, specification of implicit and explicit attitude constructs is confounded with measurement method. As a consequence, a two-factor solution is an indeterminant function of both attitude and method variance. To transcend this inferential limitation, here, guided by principles articulated by Campbell and Fiske (1959) , we use a MTMM design and comparative structural modeling analyses. This approach allowed us to distinguish attitude and method variance from IAT and thermometer ratings, the operationalizations of implicit and explicit attitudes, respectively. Our findings demonstrate (1) convergent and discriminant validity of the IAT, (2) that a model of distinct, but related implicit and explicit attitudes best fits the data, and (3) that this characterization is not attributable to attitude-irrelevant method variance of the IAT or of self-report.
Preliminary Evidence

MTMM and Confirmatory Factor Analysis
In their classic article on construct validation, Campbell and Fiske (1959) articulated a strategy for using MTMM matrices to evaluate convergent and discriminant validity. This strategy requires measurement of two or more ostensibly distinct trait constructs by two or more measurement methods. Convergent validity is demonstrated when indicators of a given trait (or, in our study, attitude) correlate highly across measurement method, while discriminant validity obtains when correlations between ostensibly different traits are low. Campbell and Fiske argued that "the clear-cut demonstration of the presence of method variance requires both several traits and several methods" (p. 85). They described ways to statistically evaluate the respective contributions of trait and method factors, but looked forward to continued progress in developing more rigorous validation methods.
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) has emerged as a tool well-suited to the partitioning of MTMM data envisioned by Campbell and Fiske (Jöreskog, 1974; Widaman, 1985) . According to Marsh and Grayson (1995, p. 181) , "the operationalizations of convergent validity, discriminant validity, and method effects in the CFA approach apparently better reflect Campbell and Fiske's (1959) original intentions than do their own guidelines." By comparing the fits of nested structural models, the relative merits of alternative hypotheses concerning the structure of trait (attitude) and method variance can be systematically tested (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1979; Loehlin, 2004; McDonald, 1985) . We used this approach to distinguish method variance from trait variance for seven attitude object pairs. And, within this framework, we tested whether a single attitude construct or distinct implicit and explicit attitude constructs provides a better fit for the data. This MTMM design, because it enables direct modeling of method factors, increases confidence that a finding of distinct implicit and explicit attitude factors indicates a substantive distinction and not one that is driven by confounding influences in the measurement requirements. Our implicit measurement instrument, the IAT, measures associations between concepts (e.g., thin-fat) and attributes (e.g., good-bad) by comparing the average response times for sorting exemplars of those concepts and attributes in two distinct response conditions -one in which sorting thin and good exemplars requires a single response and sorting fat and bad exemplars requires an alternate response, and a second in which sorting fat and good exemplars requires a single response and sorting thin and bad exemplars requires an alternate response. This method is distinct from attitude self-report in which a participant self-assesses attitudes by reporting the magnitude of good or bad feelings on a response scale. Because of their radically different measurement properties, it is possible that the unique components of the better two-factor models observed in earlier research are the result of sources of method variance such as cognitive fluency or task-switching ability, two known influences on IAT effects (Mierke & Klauer, 2003; see Nosek et al., 2006 , for a review).
Study Overview
Data are from four laboratory studies in which attitudes toward seven different attitude-object pairs were measured: flowers-insects, Democrats-Republicans, humanities-science, straight-gay, Whites-Blacks, creationism-evolution, and thin people-fat people. These domains were selected because on their face they cover a broad range of attitudes. This was important so that our goal of accounting for common method variance would not be confounded with common substantive variance. For example, Cunningham, Nezlek, and Banaji's (2004) Note. Attitude object A was implicitly preferred on average. All one-factor models have df = 2, and two-factor models have df = 1. εa = root-mean-square error of approximation. CI = confidence interval. t = r/se. Factor correlations in boldface have t ≥ 2.0. * model did not converge. Table 1 continued.
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common ethnocentrism factor. They reported support for this idea and also found that implicit and explicit ethnocentrism factors were related, but distinct. Our goal, in one sense, was the opposite of Cunningham et al.'s: they sought to demonstrate convergent validity between conceptually related attitude domains revealing an ethnocentrism factor. We sought to demonstrate discriminant validity between attitude domains -hypothesizing that the attitude domains would form distinct factors; and convergent validity across measurement types (IAT and selfreport) -hypothesizing that the implicit and explicit attitude constructs would be related, but retain distinctiveness not accounted for by method factors. This simultaneous examination of discriminant and convergent validity is the core value of the MTMM approach. Campbell and Fiske (1959) stressed that "One cannot define [a construct] without implying distinctions, and the verification of these distinctions is an important part of the validational processes" (p. 84). Self-report and IAT measures were obtained for each attitude object pair (e.g., Whites-Blacks) and participants were measured on multiple pairs. We fitted a sequence of nested covariance structure models, beginning with one in which method variance was partitioned into latent factors, and we predicted that a model specifying distinct implicit and explicit attitude factors would provide the best data fit, whether or not the partitioning of method variance proved important.
Method Participants
A total of 287 Yale University undergraduates from four data collections in 2000 and 2001 (n = 81, 86, 60, 60) comprise the study sample.
Materials Implicit Association Test (IAT)
One of the four samples received IATs for all seven object pairs, while the others received subsets of at least four pairs, including the flowers-insects and Democrats-Republicans pairs (patterns of measured variables are listed in the Appendix). All IAT category headings and exemplars are listed in the Appendix. IAT D scores were computed based on the scoring algorithm suggested by Greenwald, , that is, by taking the difference in mean response latency between the two critical block conditions and scaling it by the participant's average latency standard deviation for both blocks. Most of the IATs administered across the four samples consisted of 56 trials in each of the critical double-discrimination blocks.
3 IAT scores were removed from analysis if more than 10% of trials were unreasonably fast (< 300 ms) or if the error rate for any block of trials was greater than 39%. This cleaning resulted in elimination of less than 1% of IAT scores (14 of 1475).
In all data collections, participants first completed a flowers-insects IAT with the order of blocks conforming to that suggested by Greenwald et al. (2003) , i.e., (1) a single-discrimination block of trials for bad-good exemplars, followed by (2) a single-discrimination block for flower-insect exemplars, then (3) a double-discrimination block of (counterbalanced) either flowers+good/insects+bad or flowers+bad/insects+good, followed by (4) another single-discrimination block to practice the switched flower-insect key assignments for the (5) final, reversed, double-discrimination block. For the remaining IATs, response blocks for all tasks were randomized and single-discrimination practice blocks were eliminated. For example, after the flowers-insects IAT, a participant could receive the race attitude compatible block of trials (i.e., compatible with the dominant prejudice) in which Black faces and bad words are to be categorized with one response key and White faces and good words are categorized with another key, without any opportunity to practice the simple, single-discrimination task of sorting Black from White faces; then the participant could receive the incompatible block for the gay-straight IAT (gay+good with one key, straight+bad with the other); then the Democrat+bad/Republican+good block; then the incompatible block for race attitude, etc. This atypical approach provides a tough test for identifying attitude factors because the component performance tasks are intermixed with performance tasks for the other attitude domains. In this way, we allow substantial opportunity for method factors to influence IAT performance and challenge the hypothesis that distinguishable attitude factors can be identified despite intermixed performance blocks.
To facilitate latent variable analyses, four IAT D scores were calculated for each attitude domain based on the difference between the means of each fourth of the trials, in turn, across the critical blocks. That is, for IATs with 56 critical trials in each double-discrimination block, the mean latency for trials 1-14 in one double-discrimination condition was compared with that of trials 1-14 in the other, and so on for sets of trials 15-28, 29-42, and 43-56.
Self-Report Measures
Participants reported attitudes toward each of the target objects per pair independently using two 9-point semantic differentials. Anchors for these differentials varied across data collections, including, for a given study, two of the following four pairs: cold-warm, unpleasant-pleasant, bad-good, or unfavorable-favorable. A difference score was calculated between ratings of each object of a pair so as to be conceptually parallel to the relative character of IAT scores. Positive values indicate greater liking for the object that was implicitly preferred on average (-8 to +8). For example, a participant who rates gay people as a 5 on the bad-good scale and straight people as a 7 would have a difference score of 2, indicating relative preference for straight people.
Procedure
Similar procedures were used across all four data collections. After informed consent, participants completed a selection of IATs and self-report measures. The order of implicit and explicit measures was counterbalanced between subjects. The correlation matrices are substantively similar when each data collection is considered independently.
Analyses
Following guidelines suggested by Campbell and Fiske (1959) , we first describe and offer interpretations of the reliability and validity relations in the MTMM matrix. We quickly proceed, however, to the CFA approach so that specific, rejectable hypotheses about the structure of the data can be tested. Following Widaman (1985) , we compare model fits across a progression of five nested structural equation models designed to account for any common method variance and to test a primary hypothesis that our two measurement approaches, self-reports and IATs, assess distinct -but related -attitude constructs.
All five models can be understood with reference to the three abridged diagrams in Figure 1 , each of which depicts just two of the seven attitude objects actually modeled. Our primary criterion for judging whether one model significantly improved on the fit of another is based on the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) of the change (ε a Δ) in fit (Browne, 1991) : The model fits are considered significantly different if the 95% confidence interval (CI) around ε a Δ does not encompass .05. This criterion is based on guidelines proposed by MacCallum, Browne, and Sugawara (1996) , who suggest that models fitting with RMSEA < .05 should be considered close fits. Thus, if the 95% CI for the ε a Δ includes .05, the models being compared are considered close to one another in fit, and one would be preferred only to the extent that it involves fewer parameter estimates (i.e., is more parsimonious).
In Model 1 (see Figure 1) we specify two method factors to account for the covariances among the 42 observed indicators (14 explicit and 28 implicit) across all seven general attitude domains. Though the fit of this model would certainly improve on a null model, i.e., one positing no relations between the indicators, we did not expect it to be a good fit for the data. It was a useful first model, however, since it partitions any variance that is common to the measurement instruments. In Model 2, we built on Model 1 by specifying, in addition to the common method factors, one factor for each of the six indicators of a given attitude domain. Comparing the fit of this model with that of Model 1 allowed us to examine whether accounting for common variance within each of the seven attitude domains makes an important improvement over the simple two-factor specification of Model 1.
In Campbell and Fiske's terms, this comparison can serve to formally, i.e., statistically, test both the discriminant and convergent validity of our measures. Discriminant validity is demonstrated to the extent that the fit of Model 2 improves on that of Model 1. That is, specifying a factor for each of the seven attitude domains, which discriminates among them, is superior to modeling them as the same thing within a measurement technique. At the same time, convergent validity between the explicit and implicit approaches is demonstrated to the extent that Model 2 fits the data well. A good fit, in other words, would indicate that the explicitly and implicitly measured indicators have something in common, i.e., are converging on the same construct.
Finally, in Model 3, we represent the dual-construct hypothesis by specifying distinct but related (correlated) implicit and explicit attitude factors. If the fit of this model is significantly better than that of Model 2, whatever the convergence between the explicit and implicit measurement approaches, then it is practically and theoretically useful to treat them as two constructs rather than as one. Once again, in Campbell and Fiske's terms, this illustrates discriminant validity, but now between implicit and explicit attitude constructs, since variance common to measurement method is partitioned in the model.
In Models 4 and 5 (not depicted in Figure 1 ) we evaluate the utility of specifying the respective common implicit and explicit method factors. In other words, we answer the question of whether we really need to account for common method variance to appropriately model the patterns of covariation in these data. This is accomplished by specifying models that are identical to Model 3 except that, in turn, a common implicit method factor is not specified (Model 4) and a common explicit method factor is not specified (Model 5). By comparing the fits of each with that of Model 3, we may discern to what extent accounting for common method variance is important to understanding the structure of relations among these measures.
We used the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation approach in our analyses (Enders & Bandalos, 2001; McArdle, 1994) so that model fit would be based on all available data. That is, even though our four samples varied in terms of the collection of attitude domains on which they were measured (see Table 2 ), the FIML technique allows variable interrelations and parameter standard errors to be estimated from the combined data of all samples. Our design included the key characteristic necessary for this planned missing data approach to work, i.e., overlapping measures across the samples. All participants received the flowers-insects and Democrat-Republicans IATs, one sample received implicit and explicit measures in all seven domains, and every domain was included in the test battery for at least two of the samples. Table 2 is a MTMM matrix for the two methods and seven attitude object pairs. The first three rows of the table provide descriptive statistics for each of the fourteen measurements (i.e., full IAT D scores and averages of the self-reports). Reliability estimates (Cronbach's α) are shown in parentheses along the main diagonal in the top-left (IAT) and bottom-right (self-report) panels, and intramethod (Campbell and Fiske's monomethod-heterotrait) correlations are listed in the other cells of these respective panels. For the IAT, reliabilities are based on D scores for split-halves formed from alternating couplets of trials, since a couplet consisting of an object stimulus (e.g., a science word) and an evaluative stimulus (e.g., a "good" word) occurred every two trials. Reliabilities for selfreports are based on the two difference scores derived for each set of object ratings. The median reliability for the IATs was α = .81, and was α = .91 for the self-reports. The generally low intramethod correlations (IAT median r = -.03 and self-report median r = .04), are evidence of within-method discriminant validity. That is, little evidence of common method variance is apparent across attitude domains. Even a more conservative approach of taking the absolute values of the intramethod correlations reveals weak relations across the IATs (median |r| = .10) and across self-reports (median |r| = .13). (.70) Note: FI = flowers-insects, DR = Democrats-Republicans, HS = humanities-science, SG = straight-gay, WB = Whites-Blacks, CE = creationism-evolution, TF = thin-fat. Positive means indicate preference for first object of an attitude pair. IAT metric is D (Greenwald et al., 2003) ; Self-report metric is -8 to +8, a difference score derived from two 9-pt ratings. Bold = p < .05, Underline p < .01, Italic p < .001. Values in parentheses are split-half reliabilities (Cronbach's α): For IAT, split-halves were formed from alternating couplets of trials (couplet = one object stimulus and one evaluative stimulus); for self-report, reliabilities are for the two difference scores; αn = the n upon which α was calculated if different from that used to calculate the mean (i.e., for three domains, only one explicit difference score was obtained). Gray shading indicates validity correlations. Data are pooled from four studies of Yale undergraduates that varied in terms of which attitude domains were measured: Study 1 (n = 81, FI, DR, HS, SG, WB), Study 2 (n = 86, FI, DR, HS, SG, WB, CE, TF), Study 3 (n = 60, FI, DR, HS, CE), Study 4 (n = 60, FI, DR, GS, TF).
Results
Description of the MTMM Correlations
Correlations in the gray diagonal of the bottom-left panel can be used to assess convergent validity (monotrait-heteromethod), and discriminant validity (heterotrait-heteromethod) can be assessed by those off the diagonal in this panel. Supporting the interpretation of the IAT as a measure of attitudes, five of the seven convergent validity correlations, i.e., between implicit and explicit measures of the same attitude targets, were significantly positive (p < .05, rs ranging from .27 to .56) while the other two (thin-fat r = .13, Whites-Blacks r = .12) were not statistically significant. At the same time, discriminant validity correlations between attitude objects, across methods were weak (median r = .04, |r| = .13).
5 These data are consistent with our hypotheses for the convergent and discriminant validity of the IAT and self-report across attitude domains. However, the power of the MTMM design is not fully harnessed by scrutinizing correlation matrices. The relative merits of competing hypotheses about the structure of the data can be tested formally by comparing the fits of nested, but differentially specified, structural equation models.
MTMM Structural Equation Models
Summary statistics from the confirmatory structural models are listed in Table 3 (details of each model's specifications and parameter estimates -all fit with Mplus statistical software (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2004 -are available in the supplement to this paper at http://briannosek.com/).
Fit indices for a null model (0), in which means and variances are estimated for the 42 manifest variables, but with no interrelations between them, are provided as a baseline of (mis)fit (χ² = 3869 on 861 df; ε a = .110). In Model 1, the first of substantive interest (see Figure 1) , two method factors are specified, one loading on the explicit indicators and one on the implicit. 6 Relative to Model 0, the ratio of the change (improvement) in fit (Δχ² = 684) to the change in df (Δdf = 41) was statistically significant (Δχ²/Δdf = 17), suggesting that the fit of Model 1 is superior, but χ² comparison does not take into account the sample N or model complexity. We focused instead on the 95% confidence interval around the RMSEA of this change (95%CI ε a Δ = .22-.25). This range does not include the ε a . < .05 benchmark of close fit, and so we concluded that the fits of these two models are not close to one another. It is not surprising that this model improved on the null model, but, as expected, with ε a = .10, it is not a close representation of the data. In sum, this first comparison established that a statistically significant, but small, portion of the covariances is attributable to measurement method.
In Model 2, we added the specification of seven single attitude factors, one for each of the attitude object pairs, each defined by six indicators (four measured by IAT and two by self-report difference scores), and specified that these factors be uncorrelated with one another.
7 The increased complexity of this model (42 additional parameters estimated) proved worthwhile in terms of improved fit; the RMSEA was .049 and this model was clearly superior to /Δdf = change in χ² and degrees of freedom relative to the previous model. 95%CI εaΔ = confidence interval around RMSEA of the change in fit between models; If .050 falls within the CI, then model fits are not considered significantly different.
a Change is relative to Model 3. We tested an alternative model (2b) in which the correlation between explicit and implicit method factors was allowed, but the correlation was n.s. Similarly, we fit alternative Models 2a and 3a in which crossdomain attitude factor correlations were estimated, but neither resulted in a significant improvement in fit.
Model 1 (Δχ²/Δdf = 1852/42 = 44; 95% CI ε a Δ = .37-.41). The good fit of Model 2 is evidence for both the convergent validity of the IAT with the explicit measures and the discriminant validity of the attitude object pairs across the measures -i.e., the utility of representing the attitude domains as distinct constructs.
Our dual-construct hypothesis is represented by Model 3. Comparing this model's fit with that of Model 2 tests whether specifying distinct implicit and explicit attitude factors is superior to a single-attitude factor per domain model for these data. Model 3 fit with ε a = .029, compared with .049 for Model 2. The change in fit meets our criterion for constituting a significant improvement (Δχ²/Δdf = 364/7 = 52; 95% CI ε a Δ = .38-.47). A diagram representing this model, annotated with the estimated implicit-explicit attitude factor correlations, is shown in Figure  2 . Five of the seven implicit-explicit latent attitude factor correlations were significantly positive, indicating that treating the factors as orthogonal is unjustified. Yet the comparison of this model's fit with that of Model 2 indicates that ignoring the distinctiveness of implicit and explicit attitudes, i.e., collapsing these indicators onto a single attitude factor, yields a relatively inferior model. Having partitioned the variance common to measurement method, this analysis supports a view that related but distinct implicit and explicit attitude constructs have been measured in these domains.
To test the importance of accounting for each of the two kinds of method variation, in Model 4 we eliminated the specification of an implicit method factor, while in Model 5 we eliminated the explicit method factor specification. When the common implicit method variance was no longer modeled (Model 4), the RMSEA was .031, only slightly different from that of Model 3 (ε a = .029). The indices of change in fit relative to Model 3 corroborate this small difference (Δχ²/Δdf = 64/28 = 2.3; 95% CI ε a Δ = .07-.13). The 95% confidence interval for the RMSEA of the change did not overlap the .05 benchmark for close fit, but it is clear that accounting for the implicit method variance is of little consequence in representing the relations between these variables. A similarly modest difference in fit resulted when explicit method variance was dropped (Model 5). Model 5's RMSEA was .032, and the change indices, though again exceeding our criterion for judging a significantly different fit, were of relatively modest magnitude (Δχ²/Δdf = 53/14 = 3.8; 95% CI ε a Δ = .07-.13). To summarize, there was relatively little common method variance to account for in these data; statistically significant, but small amounts were found for both the explicit and implicit measurements. This suggests that Model 3 would be a useful specification against which to judge models in future studies, but that little may be lost if method variance is not partitioned. Still, other research has demonstrated method influences on the IAT (e.g., Mierke & Klauer, 2003; Nosek et al., 2006) suggesting that a more conservative approach for future research would be to work toward specifications like that of Model 3 when possible.
Follow-Up Analyses Absolute Values
We conducted additional analyses to evaluate the possibility that method variance is underestimated in these models because both the IAT and the explicit measures have rational zero points; both indicate a preference for one category (Democrats) compared to another (Republicans). Some factors may primarily influence the extremity of the score away from neutrality (0). For example, people who are more skilled at task-switching will achieve less extreme scores regardless of whether, for example, they are proDemocrat or pro-Republican. To determine whether influences of this sort contributed significantly to the pattern of results we have reported, we used the absolute values of all scores in a reanalysis. This provides a liberal test for the method factor influences because it reduces the constructvalid variance by treating positive and negative score values as the same, and enhances the opportunity to see influences of extremity (distance from 0) as indicating common influence on the implicit or explicit measures.
Refitting the sequence of models summarized in Table  3 with the absolute values for each indicator yielded the same pattern of results (a table in which these results are listed is part of the online supplement, http://briannosek.com/). That is, both implicit and explicit method factors still made small but statistically noticeable contributions to accounting for relations among the absolute values of the indicators, and specifying correlated implicit and explicit attitude factors was again clearly superior to a single attitude specification.
Highly Correlated Domains
To more rigorously test the generality of our two-attitude specification, we fit the sequence of models only to the data for the three domains with relatively strong implicit-explicit correlations: creationism-evolution, Democrats-Republicans, and science-humanities. The raw implicit-explicit correlations (Table 2) for these domains were .56, .52, and .51, respectively, while the latent factor correlations estimated in Model 3 (see Figure 2) were, .68, .61, and .67. Thus, by using the most highly correlated domains, and again partitioning common method variance, we increased the likelihood that a single attitude specification would suffice to account for variable interrelations. However, the two-attitude specification was again superior (a complete table of results is available in the online supplement). The RMSEA for the one-attitude factor specification (i.e., Model 2) was .052, but was .015 for the two-attitude specification (Model 3). The change in χ² between the two models was Δχ² = 86 on Δdf = 3, and the 95% CI around the RMSEA of this change was .25-.38.
Discussion
The results of this study add to construct validation evidence for the IAT as a measure of attitudes (Greenwald & Nosek, 2001 ). We applied the classic construct validation principles articulated by Campbell and Fiske (1959) through a MTMM structural modeling analysis of seven attitude object pairs measured by IAT and self-report. Because participants were measured across multiple trait (i.e., attitude) domains, we were able to model the variance that was common to a measurement technique. With common method factors thus specified (one implicit and one explicit), our subsequent models, first, a single-construct structure per domain, then a dual-construct alternative, could be more confidently interpreted as tests of competing hypotheses about attitudes. In other words, the leverage of the MTMM design allowed for separating attitudes from the peculiarities of the instruments necessary to measure them, a limitation common to previous structural modeling research that involved only one domain per analysis (e.g., Cunningham et al., 2001; Greenwald & Farnham, 2000) .
Consistent with the results of the earlier single-domain research, but now with method variance partitioned, we found that specifying distinct but related attitude constructs was superior to a single attitude construct formulation. The convergent validity of the IAT was evidenced by significant factor correlations between the implicit and explicit attitude constructs in five of the seven attitude domains, while its discriminant validity was simultaneously evidenced by the statistical superiority of the two-attitude model to the single-attitude model. This correlated two-attitude factor specification was superior to the single-attitude specification even when we limited analyses to the three attitude domains in which the implicit-explicit correlations were highest. There was a modest amount of common method variance to account for, with statistically significant but small portions isolated from both the explicit and implicit measures, and this was also observed when absolute values of the indicators were used. This relatively small systematic method variance associated with the IAT bolsters conclusions that the D scoring algorithm, used here, reduces the impact of extraneous method variance compared to alternative algorithms (Greenwald et al., 2003; Mierke & Klauer, 2003) . In sum, by isolating variance common to measurement technique, our findings allow for a stronger inference that implicit and explicit attitudes are distinct, though often related constructs.
The MTMM approach seems especially important to validation of implicit attitude constructs since identifying them relies on specially designed measurement techniques. As Campbell and Fiske (1959, p. 84) observed, "In any given psychological measuring device, there are certain features or stimuli introduced specifically to represent the trait that it is intended to measure. There are other features which are characteristic of the method being employed, features which could also be present in efforts to measure other quite different traits." The MTMM design, coupled with comparative structural modeling, allowed common implicit method variance to be distinguished from implicit attitude variance.
Other Components of the Nomological Net for the Implicit Attitude Construct
This research provides a basis for some key components of validation of the IAT and implicit attitudes. Yet the MTMM approach is not a panacea. It does not, for example, identify the processes that differentiate the implicit and explicit attitude constructs. Nor does it clarify whether the identified constructs, derived from measurement, correspond with their definitions stated at the beginning, derived from theory. There are a number of additional elements of the nomological net that will enhance understanding of the implicit attitude construct.
First, researchers in many laboratories are working to develop process models of the IAT (e.g., Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, & Groom, 2005; Mierke & Klauer, 2003; Rothermund & Wentura, 2004) . Also, our finding that common method variance did not account for the implicit-explicit distinction should not be mistaken for implying that the methodological distinctions between implicit and explicit measures are all relevant for distinguishing between implicit and explicit attitude constructs. For example, the IAT requires participants to categorize individual stimulus items into superordinate categories, whereas participants' self-reports concern evaluations of the category labels only. If the IAT reflected evaluations of the stimulus items and not the categories, then the implicit-explicit distinction might be explained by this difference. This example is not likely to account for the differences because the IAT effect is largely category driven, with the exemplars serving to affect the construal of the category (DeHouwer, 2001; Nosek et al., 2004; Mitchell, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003; Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2005) . However, it illustrates the point that the distinction between constructs confirmed here does not explain why those constructs are distinct. A model of how the IAT gives rise to its effects will clarify interpretation of the measured construct, such as which dimensions of automaticity are engaged in the assessment, and whether the identified implicit attitude construct conforms to the proposed theoretical definitions (see, for example, Conrey et al., 2005) . Second, the relationship strength between implicit and explicit attitudes varies as a function of features of the attitude objects (Nosek, 2005 ; and in our reanalysis of that data in Table 1 ). Weak implicit-explicit correspondence was found for some attitude object pairs (e.g., hot-cold), while strong correspondence was found for other pairs (e.g., Democrats-Republicans). Understanding the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes will foster theoretical developments concerning the structure and function of each. Nosek (2005) found evidence for four moderators of implicit and explicit attitude relations: selfpresentation, attitude strength, attitude dimensionality, and attitude distinctiveness (see also Hofmann, Gschwendner, Nosek, & Schmitt, 2005 , for a review).
Third, predictive validity is important for any method and construct, and attitudes are presumed to guide perception, judgment, and action. Since the IAT was first described (Greenwald et al., 1998) , its predictive utility has been demonstrated in a variety of domains. A meta-analysis of 86 studies (Poehlman et al., 2004) corroborates the IAT's predictive validity, and also reinforces the dual-construct interpretation, with explicit measures showing better predictive validity in some domains (e.g., consumer attitudes), and the IAT showing better predictive validity in others (e.g., stereotyping and prejudice).
Fourth, our MTMM analysis involved a small subset of domains that are of interest to behavioral scientists. This can lead to questions of the generality of the conclusion that implicit and explicit attitudes are related, but distinct constructs. The fact that positive and significant implicit-explicit relations are observed is an existence proof that these attitude measures are related, at least under some conditions. On the other end of the spectrum, even though we examined a wide range of attitude domains in the preliminary analysis (Table 1 ) and used some domains that showed strong positive relations in the study, it is possible that some as yet unexamined domains could suggest that a single attitude factor structure is sufficient for that domain. Would this threaten the generality of our MTMM conclusions? The emerging nomological net described above suggests not. The evidence suggests that implicit and explicit attitudes are related, but distinct (this article), that the variation in implicit-explicit correlation between objects can be explained by multiple features of evaluation such as attitude strength or perceived distinctiveness (Nosek, 2005) , and that both implicit and explicit attitudes have predictive validity (Poehlmann et al., 2004) . So, even if we find a subset of domains that effectively form a single attitude factor those domains will stand in contrast to the many domains that do not. The theoretical questions, then, would still make reference to dual constructs, e.g., what causes implicit and explicit attitudes to be indistinguishable? Fifth, the IAT is one example of measurement methods that are referred to as "implicit measures." However, some of these measures are only weakly related (Bosson, Swann, & Pennebaker, 2000) , and no measure is a process-pure assessment of a construct (e.g., Conrey et al., 2005) . MTMM construct validation methods will be useful for clarifying the relations and identities of the variety of implicit methods, and for testing the utility of the two-construct view compared to alternatives.
A natural extension of this study would be to add another dimension of variation -type of implicit and explicit measure -beyond the single example of each used here (the IAT and semantic differentials). While collecting data with multiple implicit and explicit measures for multiple attitude domains can be quite laborious (for both participant and researcher), such efforts may yield dividends in clarifying whether the measures that are collectively referred to as "implicit" are reasonably interpreted as assessing a single construct. Also, additional methodological innovations of multiple sessions and a planned missing data design in which a subset of measures is administered to any given participant may facilitate a more comprehensive investigation of the commonalities and distinctions among the growing variety of implicit and explicit measurement methods.
Finally, dual-process models of evaluation demonstrate a wide variety of perspectives on the interaction between processes or representations (Chaiken & Trope, 1999; Gilbert, 1999 ). Some models suggest that the distinction between implicit and explicit attitude measures reflects when in time they assess an evaluation along a single processing dimension, i.e., that explicit evaluations are "farther 'downstream' than automatically activated attitudes" (Fazio & Olson, 2003, p. 305) . From this perspective, implicit and explicit attitudes are of the same evaluative "stuff" with the explicit attitude measures reflecting the evaluation plus any alterations caused by motivation and opportunity. Other models suggest that the implicit and explicit distinction is truly dual-process in that implicit and explicit evaluative processes or representations are distinct and both can influence perception, judgment, and action simultaneously, interactively, or in turn (e.g., Strack & Deutsch, 2004; Wilson et al., 2000) .
Our MTMM results cannot be interpreted as contradicting the single processing stream metaphor or as supporting a dual-process or dual-representation model. We examined the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes from an individual differences perspective, without directly addressing the cognitive processes or representations giving rise to the evaluations. It is not contradictory to propose distinct constructs for content that is produced by operations on a unitary mental representation. Constructs are a function of both representation and process, and the same information can be specified in multiple forms, without inconsistency. For example, to a chemist H 2 0 is H 2 0, and the snowboarder's insistence that slush, snow, and ice are importantly different can elicit the nerdy retort "it's still all water." The problem, of course, is that the chemist and the snowboarder are talking past each other. The chemist is concerned with the common core property regardless of how operations (heating, condensation) affect its expression. The snowboarder is concerned with the constructs that result from the operations: snow, slush, and ice and what they will predict for a day on the slopes.
This example also illustrates a hazard of reductionism: The effort required for the chemist to specify the snowboarder's constructs in terms of a single H 2 0 construct would produce ungainly process theories that would likely "miss the point" of the snow and ice constructs. In short, the present evidence for distinct implicit and explicit attitude constructs does not rule out the possibility that the two constructs derive from common evaluative content. Nor does it rule in this possibility. Implicit and explicit attitudes could be like snow and ice (same base content, different forms following operations), they could be like oil and vinegar (a separable and mixable admixture of different content), they could be like flour/eggs/milk and a baked cake (same base content but fundamentally transformed through processing), or any of an infinite variety of alternative conceptions.
The most useful metaphor for the interaction of implicit and explicit evaluations is still a matter of debate (Gilbert, 1999) . Our findings support a view that, whatever their source, implicit and explicit attitudes have substantive, independent, properties and that neither of two extreme conceptions is a useful description of the data: (1) Implicit and explicit attitude measures assess exclusive constructs that have nothing in common, and (2) implicit and explicit attitude measures assess the same thing, varying only as a function of common sources of methodological variation. Future research will clarify the moderators of their relationship (Nosek, 2005) , illuminate the nature of the interaction between automatic and controlled processes (Chaiken & Trope, 1999; Strack & Deutsch, 2004) , and identify better metaphors for understanding the nature of evaluation.
Conclusion
Convergent evidence across a variety of research programs suggests that the IAT is a valid measure of attitudes (see Nosek et al., 2006 , for a review). Like other methods such as semantic differentials, Likert scales, sequential priming, and the Stroop task, the IAT can be adapted to measure evaluations of many types of social categories. The cumulative evidence identifies design factors that will influence the method's validity, and provides a nomological net of knowledge to accelerate validation of novel applications of the IAT.
The emergence of the implicit attitude construct has spurred investigations to test the strength and limitations of this concept and its measurement tools, like the IAT. We sought to strengthen its developing nomological net by harnessing the power of a MTMM design. We found simultaneous evidence of convergent and discriminant validity of the IAT and self-report as measures of related but distinct attitude constructs, and as distinct from methodological variation.
